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“Whatever It Takes”….Ten Years On
Central bankers aren’t known for oratorical flourishes. It could be that
the subject matter – think rates and reserve requirements – doesn’t
lend itself to stirring speeches. Or it might be that bankers prefer
opaqueness in their communications, playing their cards close to the
vest in case pivots in policy are necessary. That said, 10 years ago,
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi made global news –
and one could argue, geo-political history – when he promised the
ECB would do “whatever it takes” to hold the Eurozone together.
At the time, investors feared highly-indebted, economically-challenged
European countries, including Italy and Greece, would be forced
out of the Eurozone, leading to the fragmentation of an institution
that was key to an unprecedented era of peace and cooperation
for the continent. The thinking was strong Eurozone economies –
including Germany – were unwilling to support weaker economies,
or those weaker nations would exit the Euro so they could return
to their legacy currencies and inflate away their debt. Investor
concerns manifested in soaring bond yields and borrowing costs
for Italy and other countries. In response, the ECB took interest
rates below zero and injected more than half a trillion Euros into
the banking system, eventually stabilizing economic and credit
conditions on the continent, and keeping the Eurozone intact.
Today, bond yields have moved up across the Eurozone in response
to historically high inflation and an ECB that is poised to raise rates
for the first time in years. The ECB, like the Fed, faces the tricky task
of tamping down inflation without putting Europe into a recession,
a job made more difficult by the conflict in Ukraine. But we don’t
think the Eurozone faces the existential risk of a decade ago and
believe tighter spreads between bond yields of stronger and weaker
members support that thinking, as 10-Year Italian debt is yielding
200bps more than 10-Year German debt, compared to 470bps
when Mr. Draghi delivered his history-making speech in July 2012
(see chart). Europe, like the US, is working through a very difficult
economic period. Both will make it through to the other side.
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Chart source: http://www.worldgovernmentbonds.com/. The views expressed are those of Brinker Capital and are not intended as investment advice or recommendation.
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A strong labor market, robust wage growth, and healthy consumer balance sheets are providing support to the U.S. economy, but financial markets continue to be more
acutely focused on the downside potential from inflation, geopolitics, and tightening monetary policy. Global equity markets staged a modest rally at the end of May
alongside an easing in long-term Treasury yields. However, most major indices remain near bear market territory amid uncertainty regarding the Fed’s ability to engineer
a ‘soft landing’ without tipping the U.S. economy (and global economy) into a recession. Nevertheless, the first quarter earnings season has been solid with S&P 500
earnings growth of 9.2% and over 75% of companies exceeding earnings forecasts. A strong consumer bodes well for economic cycle durability, but we are watching to
see if the negative sentiment from persistent inflation and geopolitical turmoil will curtail spending.

SHORT-TERM FACTORS (< 6 months)
CHANGE
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Momentum

Despite the recent bounce, most equity markets remain near bear market territory

Trend

Major global equity indices remain below moving averages

Investor sentiment

Surveys show significantly more bears than bulls; tends to be a contrarian signal

Seasonality

Markets entering seasonally-weak period; more pronounced in midterm election years

INTERMEDIATE-TERM FACTORS (6-36 months)
CHANGE

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

Fiscal policy

Diminshed likelihood of significant legislation; surging tax revenues aiding deficit reduction

Monetary policy

Fed rate hikes and forecasts of tightening throughout 2022 have moderated easy conditions

Inflation

Might have reached peak inflation but prices are still rising at historically high rates

Interest rate environment

Rates moving higher but still historically low; yield curve has steepened after brief inversion

Macroeconomic

Healthy labor market supporting consumer spending despite higher interest rates

Business sentiment

Business confidence measures have continued to deteriorate with inflation as a primary driver

Consumer sentiment

Consumer sentiment at lowest level since 2013 but hasn’t negatively impacted spending

Corporate earnings

Continued strength in revenues/earnings and analyst estimates; margin pressures materializing

Credit environment

Corporate credit spreads widening in orderly fashion; remain tight relative to history

LONG-TERM FACTORS (36+ months)
Valuation

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

U.S. equity valuations near long-term averages; overseas markets below average valuations

Business cycle

In economic expansion with positive year-over-year GDP growth despite modest dip in Q1

Demographics

Emerging markets possess more favorable trends overall than developed markets
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